
European Life Sciences Deal Trends

In Europe, life sciences deals increased over the last few years with a strong acceleration in 2021.
As a result, the market wonders whether this is just a pick or rather a steady trend which will impact
our market in the future as well. Analyzing the reasons of such growth and comparing it with more
mature markets such as the U.S. comfort us in thinking that it is just the beginning for continental
Europe.

The U.S. life sciences market has been very strong over the past decades and is seen as very mature.
The level of venture investments, which are now very much standardized, licensing, M&A and IPOs
is very high, both in volume and in number.

For the last ten years or so, the life sciences UK market attracted U.S. investors and an increasing
number of growth funds. After a first step of development through venture investments, such
companies are now ready for licensing, M&A and IPOs. This is also the trend that we anticipate for
the European market even if each country or region still has its own specificities (in particular UK,
Germany, France and the Nordic Countries).

Read the client alert.

Survival Guide to Structuring Life Sciences
Partnering and M+A Agreements

The life sciences space is ever-growing and dynamic as the industry witnesses more companies and,
therefore, more collaboration, licensing and M&A agreements, come into the spotlight. While these
deals are exciting opportunities for life sciences companies at all stages, they can also be daunting
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when it comes to their legal structure.

In order to best leverage assets, align incentives, allocate risk and draft agreements to position your
partnership for success, Goodwin recommends considering the following business, legal and
litigation perspectives as you navigate these type of agreements.

Read the full insight.

COVID-19 and the Impact on M&A

Although COVID-19 is rightfully viewed primarily as a public
health and humanitarian issue, it is worth considering the potential impacts of the virus on M&A
activity as this dynamic situation unfolds. We are seeing the issue find its way into M&A processes in
various ways, and we have highlighted many of the issues here.

Read the Alert >>
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